
 

‘GOOD WITCH: CURSE FROM A ROSE’ 
Synopsis 

 
Cassie (Catherine Bell) and rest of Middleton prepare for the most magical time of year: 
Halloween!  Martha (Catherine Disher) plans an 1890s-themed bonfire while Sam (James Denton) 
plots out romantic plans for Cassie.  His first plan, a sailing adventure, fails due to a leaky boat.  
Cassie gets a surprise visitor from her college roommate, Autumn (Lolita Davidovich), who stays 
at Grey House and agrees to help Martha with the bonfire.  However, her lack of enthusiasm and 
biting comments toward Cassie indicate some stewing resentment. 
 
Stephanie (Kylee Evans) and Adam (Scott Cavalheiro) enlist Middleton’s residents to help break 
a pumpkin carving record – one currently held by rival town Blairsville.  Middleton’s other 
blossoming couple, Abigail (Sarah Power) and Donovan (Marc Bendavid), works through 
conflicting Halloween plans.  At Grey House, Sam’s second surprise for Cassie – a romantic dinner 
– is first interrupted by Nick’s (Rhys Matthew Bond) return, and next by a pipe leak.  Later, a 
mysterious four-leaf clover charm arrives.  An inspection reveals it was mailed in 1974, and Sam 
sets out to find the intended recipient.  Meanwhile, George (Peter MacNeill) hunts for Middleton’s 
fabled sea monster, Bessie, pulling Nick in with his passion for the legend. 
 
After Autumn sneaks into Abigail’s flower shop, all the roses for the bonfire die.  Pressing forward 
with planning, Martha taps Sam to compete in a Halloween triathlon against Donovan, leading to 
a side bet between Abigail and Donovan in which the winner determines their Halloween plans.  
Along with prepping for the bonfire, Martha unsuccessfully attempts to surprise her husband Tom 
(Paul Miller), noticing that the typically romantic Tom has planned nothing to mark the anniversary 
of their engagement.  
 
Autumn reveals the reason she’s harboring bad feelings toward Cassie and ultimately resigns 
from helping with the bonfire.  Meanwhile, Sam and Donovan tie in the first two events of the 
Halloween triathlon, leaving the final obstacle course as a tiebreaker.  On the cusp of winning, 
Sam instead decides to help an injured Donovan across the finish line, resulting in a tie, and some 
ambiguity over Abigail and Donovan’s side bet.  Meanwhile, Nick makes a touching gesture toward 
George, who appreciates his efforts. 
 
Although the town is in good spirits, there are still problems to be solved before the Halloween 
bonfire, including a pumpkin shortage, wet firewood and missing costumes.  After conjuring a 
positive memory from college that changes her perspective, Autumn redoubles her bonfire 
planning efforts and feels empowered to control her own destiny.  As Halloween approaches, 
Autumn and Cassie work to make the bonfire a success, Sam continues his investigation into the 
four-leafed clover mystery and romantic surprises await Cassie, Abigail and Martha. 
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